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ABOUT THE COVER ART

The art on this cover represents two realities. One of a child having to walk long 

distances to obtain dirty water and one of a child who has water close to home where he 

can fetch it with a cup to quench his thirst. This artwork was commissioned and done by 

Ismael Kwizera.

The full set of tableaus also includes an INUMA technician guaranteeing sustainable 

water access through care for INUMA infrastructure. 

We stand between two realities 
and influence the outcome for 
thousands of kids daily.“

“

April 2019 Revision for Public Sharing. 
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Introduction
Water Access Rwanda celebrated its fourth year anniversary on the 14th of August 2018. This offered
the company a good opportunity to reflect on our work these past four years regarding our objective
to eliminate water scarcity in Rwanda in all its forms. In this Annual Report, we celebrate our
accomplishments, reflect on our failures, and devise strategies for the future. As we continue to
multiply our efforts in reaching a place where every Rwandan has access to clean water, it is
important that we invest in a good foundation that will allow us to reach people beyond Rwanda who
are also suffering from water scarcity.

This report looks at the company standing, the reach of our technical service/product offering, the
performance of our INUMA systems, and also covers plans for 2019.
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Business Review

Motto
provide simple, affordable and 

durable water solutions fit for 

every situation and every 

budget.

Mission
be a self-sustained enterprise 

employing young people as 

solution providers in the water 

sector. 

Vision
revolutionize the water industry 

in Rwanda by providing simple, 

reliable and affordable clean 

water solutions.

Our mission and vision have guided our 

services as we provided clean water access 

to over 132,000 individuals, 4 

businesses and 2 institutions in the 

past 4 years.

They continue to guide us as we expand on 

the INUMA solutions, reaching 20 sites by 

May 2019.

Additionally, as water access increases, 

young people are being involved in the 

implementation and sustainable 

management of the water infrastructures 

that now employ 32 youths to this end.
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Our Core Values
Our values have always been at the center of all we do. 
They represent the attitude with which we approach each assignment. 

5

FAITH
Our complete trust and confidence that God will lead us to 

eradicate the water crisis. 

F

A

I

T

H

We will accept changes with joy, and bring creativity and innovation in 

handling obstacles. We recognize the uniqueness of each situation and the 

value of unity in handling anything. 

Flexibility Philippians 4: 12-14

We will be our customer’s strongest advocate and actively plead for clean 

water as a basic right arguing against all and anything that would set us 

backwards.

Advocacy Psalm 140:12 

We will be persons of integrity with sound morals and ethical principles. 

Holding steadfast to our values in small, and in big, in pleasure and in pain. 

Integrity Luke 16:10, Proverbs 4: 25-27 

We will live out the good values esteemed by those we serve and work with 

through personal courage, loyalty and selfless service. 

Honor 2 Timothy 2:15

We will constantly look for opportunities to get better, investing in our growth, 

and take advantage of every learning opportunity, even if through failure. 

Training Hebrews 12:11
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Workforce 49
Full Time 

Staff

34:15
Men to 

Women 

Ratio

29
Average Age 

of 

Employees

Water Access Rwanda has seen tremendous growth in 

number of full time staff members. 

As we increase INUMA Systems, our impact on employing 

young people, especially women will continue seeing a 

dramatic increase. 

With massive recruitment comes also the challenge of hiring the 

right people for the job. In a strive to keep good standards of 

practice and maintain company values, there were 11 desirable 

turnover and 24 new hires.

6

752
Local 

Workers in 

2018 

Investment in Youth

A whooping RWF 82,538,120 was invested in employing young 

people in 2018, making a massive total of RWF 152,790,286 

invested in youth employment and training since 2015. 

63%
FT Staff 

below 30
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Board of Directors

Daphrose Nyirasafali Dr. Mike O’Neal Christelle Kwizera Andre NdejuruYves Iradukunda

The WARM Team

Christian Hirwa Cedric Bideri Patience Wema VdP Kabalisa
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CONSULTANTS AND VOLUNTEERS
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WARwanda’s diversification of having multi-national employees of young people as solution

providers has attracted many others from around the world. Two of the consultants were

connected with us through existing partnerships with Idego Africa and AfID.

Jannik Heckenhahn
Business Development

Germany

Maria Zarandietta
Water Treatment

Spain

Daleen Noor
Financial Planning and Analysis

Australia

Michael Fullah
Manual Drilling

Sierra Leone

“I was very excited to come and learn

about the way business works in Rwanda 

and how the country has empowered 

women and youth to take action in 

rebuilding their country. Water Access 

Rwanda has been a great place for me to 

discover about the field of water.”

“After looking at their [WARwanda] profile, 

achievements and goals, I felt an urgent 

desire to be part of the team and contribute 

to such significant life changing cause. It has 

been an eye-opening experience to learn 

more about the impact of the work Water 

Access Rwanda are doing with local and 

regional communities.” 
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Vincent de Paul Kabalisa

Project Manager- since November 2018

has 15+ years experience in the field of water 

development project including project management, 

project design, implementation, monitoring and 

evaluation with results based systems at National, Nile 

Basin and Continental level .

He is an expert in policy and strategy development for 

Water Programs including Water and sanitation 

strategies ,Water policies, Integrated water resources 

Management strategies, water pricing, water 

accounting, both at national level and basin wide .

Great experience working with national governments, 

international organizations on water resources 

management, water supply and sanitation such as 

African Development Bank, World Bank, UNOPS, UN 

HABITAT, UNICEF, Water Aid, Global Water 

Partnership, Netherlands Water Partnership.

NEW RECRUITS HIGHLIGHT

“It is a great opportunity to work with Water Access 

Rwanda since June 2018 as Training Coordinator, 

where I got to fulfil my job responsibilities and 

assist others in different company’s projects. For 

that reason 2926 People representing their 

households are so far trained and mobilized for the 

best WASH practices and 106 Trainers also have 

been trained in WASH to facilitate their 

communities. I enjoy my time at WARwanda and 

developed myself in terms of knowledge and skills. 

I work alongside the best dedicated young 

professionals who aim to improve human health 

through provision of safe and clean water.”

Dieudonne Nshimiyimana

Training Coordinator- since June 2018

9
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TRAININGS

mWater Surveyor and 

Portal app facilitated in 

Rwanda by Water4

Managing Tax Audits, 

Investigations, 

International Trade and 

Pitfalls in contracting 

facilitated in Rwanda by 

Price Water-house 

Coopers (PWC)

Coring drilling tool 

Training facilitated in 

Kenya by Water4

VES: data collection, 

analysis and 

interpretation of 

resistivity data for 

groundwater 

exploration.

NUMA Foundation and 

Drainage design, system 

maintenance and 

Business Management 

facilitated in Ghana by 

Water4

Enterprise Development 

Boot camp facilitated in 

Uganda by 

Unreasonable East 

Africa

Impact and Quality 

Training facilitated in 

Kenya by Water4

Financial Stewardship 

facilitated in Rwanda by 

Water4

7 3 3 2

6 8 2 2

Training, being a core value of 

WARwanda, means we are always on 

a journey to self-improve. The 

company has sent employees to the 

following trainings covering both 

technical and operations trainings.

X Number of people trained
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The Water Warrior Student Program
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The company launched a new program known as Water Warriors for both high school graduates 

and university students. The program seeks to expose high performing students to the realities of 

social enterprise work, and to inspire them to become social changemakers by putting them face 

to face to challenges that our country, Rwanda, still faces. The two categories : Water warriors and 

summer warriors now have students filling the ranks and regularly impressing WARwanda.

Claudette Igiraneza is awarded with a certificate of honor 

for successfully finishing her summer water warrior 

program. She was instrumental for a series of household 

surveys WARwanda conducted to examine water 

consumption patterns in dry and rainy seasons among 100 

households in Rusizi, Ngoma, Rwamagana and Bugesera

districts. 

She won the Resolution fellowship for initiating ‘Solace for 

Somaliland Girls’, a social venture that seeks to address all 

forms of female genital mutilation (FGM) in Somaliland 

communities.

Christian Habimana

Nicole Christie Katese

Christian Habimana is now pursuing a degree in Aviation Maintenance in Washington DC. The 

program will continue to support him by exposing him to opportunities to continue making social 

impact. Nicole continues to be attached to our office support department. 

SUMMER WARRIOR 2018

“Since 8th February 2018 when I joined Water 

Access Rwanda, my life has been positively 

transformed..” 

“The time that I have spent here in Water Access Rwanda has 

been an eye-opener to the real professional world. I now know 

how to handle various situations in a professional manner and 

also what teamwork really means”-
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EMPLOYEE SATISFACTION 
Overall, it’s difficult to diagnose employee satisfaction by only looking at every day operations and attitude on a

quick turn-around. We conducted a survey where all employees could voice out their opinions anonymously.

Key Finding
▪ 90.9% of respondents were motivated to see the company succeed

▪ 72.8% were satisfied with their position in the company.

▪ The hardest time for employees to feel valued and be satisfied with their position was

between 6 months and one year experience.

▪ Those new to the company (< 6 months) and those with more than 1 year of experience in

the company had the highest level of satisfaction (100% and 80% respectively).

▪ The majority found the difficulty of current tasks just right, while one person found them too

challenging and one person considered them as undemanding.

▪ 82% found their responsibilities to be clear but 27% found that the company does not really

communicate its goals and strategies clearly to them.

▪ 3 people found the company to be not flexible with their family duties, while 4 found the

company to be highly flexible.

▪ There was one outlier who was the only one who did not feel motivated to see the company

succeed and who would never recommend a friend to work with the company. This person’s

answers were generally negative or neutral and very different from the rest of the group.

Beyond Employees feelings about their position and interaction in the company, they got to rate the company as

compared to their perceived market average.

Mainly Average
Presentable Work Environment

Organizational Structure

Employee Appraisals

Bonus and Commissions

Mainly Below Average
Employee Benefits (comm. & Transport)

Mainly Above Average
Core Values

Opportunities for Growth

Trainings

Attractive Fixed Salary

Social Value of Our Work

No clear majority
Tools and Equipment

This survey together with the 360 degree assessment done for the managing director have been very informative

tools for management to know where to invest efforts, what to change and what to safeguard. Further, sharing

with the whole team has led to some personal reflections by all team members on how they can better support

their colleagues in helping them find comfort at work. Noticing also that a few people were majorly negative while

perceiving the same facts as others, meant that some no longer were in rhythm with the company or enjoying the

company culture. With the turnover experienced, this is no surprise and we hope future surveys will be very

harmonious across all respondents to better inform initiatives.

12
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We continued a partnership between Direct Aid and
Nyarugenge district to increase INUMA kiosks in
Nyarugenge. One Nexus was built in 2018.

PARTNERSHIPS AND DEEP COMMITMENTS

Unreasonable East Africa provides
multidimensional support to entrepreneurs
and their businesses across Uganda, Kenya,
Tanzania and Rwanda. Their team and
network of experts have either built their own
businesses, or have specific experience and
expertise in multiple areas related to building
a successful business. This includes – but is
not limited to – strategic planning, raising
investment, building efficient & effective
operations, sales, marketing and team
building.

Two WARwanda representatives travelled to
Kampala - Uganda for the their programs
Institute 1 and 2.

Water4 remains our biggest partner with

contracts, training and financial support

amounting to 31% of our budget.

Water For Climate

This is our first carbon-financed project and opens
a new door of opportunities for WARwanda. The
10-year contract will see rehabilitation, WASH
Trainings and ongoing borehole maintenance for
50 communities and boreholes in 4 districts of
Rwanda. 15 boreholes are already rehabilitated
and MoUs were signed with Ngoma, Bugesera,
Rusizi and Rwamagana districts.

Sidley's Emerging Enterprises Pro Bono Program
focuses on assisting the market-based growth of
local businesses to boost the local economy,
increase job opportunities, increase incomes and
other social benefits, and ultimately improve the
lives and livelihoods of the world’s poorest people.

WARwanda is currently working with their
professional lawyers in ways to grow the company
and set up ESOP as a reward for senior
employees.

13



Nicole working at her desk
Christian conducting some 

kiosk repairs
A talk given at Akilah 

women’s institute

Kids enjoying a new borehole 
in Muhanga

Gretta inducts a new Kiosk 
Attendant

These three have traveled 
many km together

Popular picture stop at 
Rwintare 

Posing with the clean water 
SDG 6

Handpump being used

Construction of a cattle 
trough in Karangazi

One of many individuals 
serviced through the Water 

For Climate Project

Christelle receives EDF 
Pulse Africa Award
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Businesses and Farm Spotlight
Our unique offering to this customer segment in 2018 
is and remains the opportunity to own their water 
infrastructure for lifetime access that is reliable, off-
grid and affordable.

15

42% of customers
18% of Revenue

Our businesses and farm clients spend 

most of their money with us on borehole 

drilling and on complete systems 

(boreholes + pumping + filtration). The 

driver for all this is geophysical surveying 

services.

In 2018, we serviced 15 customers in this 

segment. 

Most customers encounter us through 

word of mouth, followed by those who 

know WARwanda from our website. Our 

customers choose us because of their 

interest in having reliable infrastructure of 

water to use for their activities. 

Complex filtration system at Rugari Meat 

Processing Plant

Community Water point at One Acre Fund 

seed multiplication project in Karangazi
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Social Investors Spotlight
Our unique offering to this customer segment is 
financially sustainable water infrastructure that hits 
multiple development targets. Within this segment we 
have governments, NGOs, business CSRs and even 
private businesses that are interested in carbon 
credit generation. 

16

33% of customers
82% of Revenue

The majority of social investors (37%)

finds us through our existing professional

networks or are already connected to

WARwanda via existing partnerships. This

is closely followed by word of mouth

(27%).

Our website has brought in 18% of

customers, but very minimal revenue as

most who go through the website were

interested in a filter, or only requested a

survey without continuing the full project.

Complex projects are the top earner followed by INUMA™. It is clear from analyzing this segment (which 

represents a high % of our revenue), that flexibility in design of projects and taking time to build lasting 

relationships with these customers is imperative for the continued growth and success of our enterprise.

With Water For Climate, we investigated how dirty 

water affects biomass usage. 

Direct Aid Country Director visits a standpipe built through 

their funding and managed by WARwanda.
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Water Consumers

17

A small but growing customer segment who finds 

us through our physical locations of INUMA or 

through ads for our filters. 
21% of customers

<1% of Revenue

Water consumers comprise the real end users. With the introduction of INUMA™ Now, which allows for 

access to water in the house 24/7 we’re seeing growth in the revenue obtained from this customer 

segment. They hold the most potential to scale WARwanda. 

With 6,850 people coming to our kiosks daily, and others adopting our filters at their schools, we are 

seeing multiple lives changed through access to clean water. 

Visiting INUMA is the most compelling physical visit we can offer, but beyond this, it is also a growing 

revenue segment meant to only soar. 

Pictured (L to R): Rwintare Node during the day, HAMIDA signs her private connection contract and, later at 

home HAMIDA fetches the first liters of INUMA water through her house pipe. 

Bottom: A family enjoys clean water thanks to the Water Access Rwanda sub-micron filter. 
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WARwanda also refined its business model and how it is communicated. This enables both employees

and customers to understand the business. Key tools such as the SDG framework, the Business model

canvas, renewed pitch deck, theory of change, metrics, blue print to scale, etc. were developed and

used throughout 2018 for pitching and teaching about the business.

INVESTOR READINESS

Competitor Analysis

The WARwanda BMC

18
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SDG Story-telling 

19

Our work is impacting 13 SDG Targets as per the SDG framework. 

SDG Target 1.4 

• Indicator 1.4.1: Provide 
access to basic water 
service.

SDG Target 3.2

• Indicator 3.2.1: Water borne 
illnesses claim the lives of infants 
more than any other group. 

SDG target 4.A

• Indicator 4.A.1: Increased 
proportion of schools with access 
to: (e) basic drinking water

SDG Target 4.1

• Indicator 4.1.1: Better attendance 
by children and reduced drop-out 
rate.

SDG Target 5.4

• Indicator 5.4.1: Reduced time spent 
on unpaid domestic work for 
women. 

SDG Target 5.5 

• Indicator 5.5.2: INUMA will increase 
number of women in managerial 
positions. 

SDG Target 6.1

• Indicator 6.1.1: Improves 
proportion of people using 
safely managed drinking 
water services. 

SDG Target 8.3

• Indicators 8.3.1: Informal 
employment in non-agriculture 
fields.

SDG Target 8.5

• Indicator 8.5.1&2: Improved 
employment of young people, 
especially women. 

SDG Target 8.6

• Indicator 8.6.1: Increased 
employment of young people. 

SDG Target 15.1

• Indicator 15.1.1: Reduced 
use of biofuel to purify 
(boil water) thus less 
deforestation. 

SDG Target 7.2

• Indicator 7.2.1: INUMA will 
increase the proportion of 
water treatment facilities 
running on renewable 
energies. 

SDG Target 12.2

• Indicator 12.2.2: Reduced 
usage of bottled water. 
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2nd runner up, SME Category
Finalist

ISUKU IWACU

1,837 followers
Q1: 39 posts, 575 average reach

Q2: 48 posts, 853 average reach

Q3: 66 posts, 714 average reach

Q4: 66 posts, 683 average reach

276 followers

85 followers 243 impressions

3 posts

RURAL 

HOUSE

2050



TECHNICAL DEPARTMENT

Geophysical Surveys Borehole Drilling
Repairs and 

Rehabilitations

Equipment
Projects

& INUMA ™

Click on above boxes to be taken to exact page.

Challenges
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GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

CUMULATIVE GEO-SURVEYS IN RWANDA

2016

2018

2017

Legend

Water Access Rwanda had been 

conducting Geophysical surveys since 

May 2015. We proudly offer this service 

at rates never seen before. With our 

growing database of projects across 

Rwanda and the East African region, we 

are definitely increasing our expertise to 

be able to accurately predict 

groundwater outcomes for our clients. 

85
Geo-survey projects

190
Point surveys

97.5% of them VES

94%
Accuracy

22
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BOREHOLE DRILLING
This year, the company has drilled 16 successful boreholes and rehabilitated 
14 adding up to a total of 83 successful boreholes drilled & rehabilitated by 
the company since 2014. 

80m
deepest 

borehole 19m
Average 

borehole 

depth

120
LPM 

Highest Yield 

8.3
LPM

lowest Yield 32.6
LPM

average Yield 

4.5m
Lowest depth

GENERAL FACTS

2016

2018

2017

2015

23
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UNSUCCESSFUL BOREHOLES
Though we have drilled and rehabilitated 83 boreholes, there have been some
unsuccessful boreholes. However, we reduced the number of unsuccessful
boreholes significantly in 2018 (3 unsuccessful cases out of a total of 33). In most
of the cases, the manual drilling technique auger and percussion was limited for
the drilling. That is why the company is actively sourcing new drilling tools.

Project Technology # Reason

Rugende Auger 2 Inadequate tools to pass 

through Rock

Gihara Auger 1 Inadequate tools to pass 

through Rock

Nyarufunzo Auger 5 Trying to find aquifer without 

barium salts

Mez Park Village Drill 2 Inadequate tools to pass 

through collapsing layers 

quickly

Mugatugutu Village Drill 2 Shallow bedrock and 

Inadequate tools to pass

Dayoli Village Drill 2 Shallow bedrock and 

Inadequate tools to pass

Ntarama Village Drill and 

Auger

5 Quickly Collapsing layers and 

salty aquifers

Rugari Coring and Auger 1 Inadequate tools to pass 

through Rock

GNDPR Machine and Auger 2 No water found on a deep drill 

at 80m. Hard to pierce 

bedrock with our own tools.

Nyagihanga Auger 4 Shallow bedrock and 

Inadequate tools to pass 

through for bigger water 

column

Ngambi Auger 1 Quickly collapsing layers

Gatunda Auger 8 Shallow bedrock and 

Inadequate tools to pass

Kinazi Auger 5 Shallow bedrock and 

Inadequate tools to pass

LIST OF UNSUCCESSFUL BOREHOLES UNTIL DEC 2018

Only two boreholes were 

abandoned and no different 

boreholes were drilled in close 

proximity (in Rugende and Gihara). 

The success rate of borehole 

drilling on the first trial is 36.4%. 

This low number has resulted in 

more time being spent on each 

drilling project. Our drilling 

agreement provides for 3 borehole 

drilling attempts per project when 

drilling with manual tools, ensuring 

the customer is still serviced 

despite our limitations.

24
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REPAIRS AND REHABILITATION 

There have been a good number of rehabilitations in recent years. Three of
them were performed to supply Nexuses by upgrading handpump wells into
solar powered INUMA Nexuses. In 2018, efforts were increased in terms of
rehabilitations and repairs. Both Afridev and Indian Marks pumps were
rehabilitated in Rwamagana, Rusizi, Ngoma and Bugesera. A total number
of 13 pumps were rehabilitated in 2018 for the Water for Climate project and
one borehole was rehabilitated for a new Nexus in Nzove.

Four of these boreholes were 

equipped with micron filters and 

three of them were equipped with 

an electrical pump to feed a kiosk. 

The repairs were made on Kinazi

wells, Nyagihanga wells, Gatunda

Wells and Rwakanuma. Until 

December 2018, two wells have 

had minimal repairs on AFRIDEV

cylinders and one on rods. 

With CO2 Logic, 41 boreholes will be 

rehabilitated from August 2018 to April 2019 

under the Water for Climate Rwanda 

project.

25
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DRILLING EQUIPMENT 

In addition to two auger and percussion kits that the company started within 2014,
new drilling tools were added, specifically the rotary jetting tool in 2017 and more
recently the coring tool.

The coring tool is a mechanically powered machine that is manually handled. It
passes through hard and compact formation like granite, laterite and other poorly
weathered layers. It can also be equipped with augers to drill in sandy and clayey
formations.

Augers & Percussion Coring 

• Max depth 30m

• Drills in clayey and 
easy formations

• Easy transportation

• Minor expenditures 
while drilling

• Max depth 60m

• Drills in sandy and 
rocky areas

• Semi-manual 

• Easy transportation

• Max depth 30m

• Drills in sandy, rocky and 
compact areas

• Semi-manual 

• Easy transportation

• Slow progress in 

rocky layers

• No progress in 

compact layers

• Expenditure on water 

and fuel while drilling

• High collapsing zones 

require polymer

• Fuel and water needed 

while drilling.

• Cannot drill in loose 

formations

26

Rotary Jetting
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MAJOR PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

27
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DRILLING PROJECTS

▪ Bugesera: 3 Boreholes

▪ Nyarugenge (INUMA): 4 boreholes

▪ OAF Karangazi: 3 boreholes

▪ Rugari MPP Ltd: 2 boreholes

GEOSURVEY PROJECTS

▪ Gicumbi District: 1

▪ Gatsibo District: 2

▪ Kayonza District: 2

▪ Bugesera District: 5

WATER FOR CLIMATE

▪ Local stakeholders
consultation meetings

▪ Baseline surveys

▪ Water boiling tests

▪ WaSH Trainings

▪ Rehabilitation of 14 
boreholes

INUMA KIOSKS

• Kanyinya Sector Network

▪ Continued maintenance 
and operation

▪ Ishywa Island

▪ Nzove Nexus 
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INUMA AND MONETIZED WATER POINTS
WARwanda has implemented 11 INUMA water kiosks with buildings by June, 2017. 
As of Dec 2018 the company had 11 Nexuses and 3 Nodes. Additionally, the 
company has built 2 monetized water points in which one is a Nano system (solar 
pump with a tank but no building) and one is a Standpipe. 

MONETIZED WATER POINTS

11

3 4

1 1

20

0

5

10

15

20

25

NEXUS NODES NOWS NANOS Stand
Pipes

Total

MONETIZED WATER POINTS AS OF 2018 

Our monetized water points are mainly in Nyarugenge district and Rusizi District, with only one point in 

Kayonza managed by COGIC. 

781
________

Avg solar watts per kiosk 

42%
________

Kiosks equipped with UV

10,316 Liters
________

Avg storage per kiosk

The length of our pipelines will increase country-

wide as more households will gain access to water 

in their houses and within 200m in urban or 500m

in rural areas. A minimum of 100 Households will 

have water inside their compounds from Water 

Access Rwanda by May 2019.

As of December 2018, one trial connection inside a 

compound was installed. This connection uses 

about 5 m3 per week for this household, which 

corresponds to about 50% of the full consumption 

of all users at the water point.

28



INUMA OPERATION

Overview Kiosk Attendants Kiosk Performance

Customer Satisfaction New Developments

Click on above boxes to be taken to exact page.

INUMA Community & 

World Water Day
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OVERVIEW

30

12 
Networks

5 Nodes

4 Nows
3 

districts

6,815 users

We are extremely proud to present the amazing achievements accomplished 

with the few INUMA Networks in place across Rwanda! We plan on 

increasing the number of operated kiosks significantly in 2019!
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TOTAL LITERS SUPPLIED
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Liters

Gasharu Nexus 102,657

Rweza 480,000.00

Nyarufunzo Network 957,018.75

Dayori 293,595.00

Mugatuguta 162,593.00

Runzenze 15,998.00

Kanyinya Network 261,070.00

Nyarubande 380,213.00

KAVUMU Network 1,440,932.00

Rwintare Network 4,996,220.00

To
ta

l A
m

o
u

n
t 

o
f 

L
it

er
s 

S
u

p
p

lie
d1,660

jerricans filled each day*

9.09 

million
liters supplied

* Average size of 15L used here. 
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1..Damascene:Rwintare Nexus

2.Umurisa: Rwintare Node

3.Claudette : Nyarufunzo Nexus 

4.Emmanuel : Kavumu Node

5.Thierry : Kavumu Nexus

6.Cyriaque : Mugatuguta

7.Diane : Dayoli

8.Felix : Nyarubande

9.Emeline : Runzenze

10.Yvette : Kanyinya Nexus

11.Gloria : Rweza Nano 

12. Daniel : Nyarufunzo Node

13.Liliose : Gasharu Nexus

14.Amos: Rusizi Nano

15. Florence:Rusizi Nexus

16. Verdiane:Rusizi Node

17. Charlotte : Kanyinya Nano

18. Bernard : Nzove Nexus 

INUMA Sellers

Average Age % Female

25
Years

34 53% 

Number

List of all sellers

High standards of care for 

maximum results
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INUMA Users

Total users Females

6,815
25% 54% 

18-25 year olds

A survey analysis of INUMA users revealed that 

women aged 18-25 are most likely to fetch from our 

kiosk. There is a high number of children below 10 

years old who carry out the water-fetching duties. 

Also noticeable is that people aged over 60 are also 

part of our users. Noticing these vulnerable groups 

places urgency on our work to make sure water is in 

closer proximity and easier for them to access. 
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Below 10 10 - 15 15 - 18 18 - 25 25 - 40 46 - 60 Over 60

INUMA Customers by Age and 
Gender

F M

Clean water should have no taste, but we know 

there is something about clean water that when it 

hits your parched lips, it definitely tastes

amazing. We asked our INUMA users to rate the 

taste of the water. We got a great rating with 

93.2% saying the water tastes good!

Superior Quality - Great Taste

93.2% agree
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INUMA SALES ANALYSIS

The top performing networks are Rwintare, Kavumu and Nyarufunzo. The reduced 

sales by month are most times up to seasonal variations given rain patterns. With 

connections into people’s homes, we plan to eliminate this reduction in usage. Further, 

increased sales are typically generated by INUMA Now connections. 

34
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MONTHLY LITERS PER NETWORK

Nyarufunzo Network Rwintare Network Kavumu Network NyarubandeNetwork Mugatugutu Network

Dayoli Network Kanyinya Network Rweza Network Runzenze Network Gasharu Network

Although some kiosks are running at a loss, overall the kiosks water sales are 

generating income for the company and allowing it to fulfill its mission to hire 

more young people and generate off-farm jobs in rural areas.

If all our systems ran at an average 25% of full capacity, the total revenue from 

sales would increase substantially. The good news is we have systems running 

above 25% most of the year. When we also consider the average of all 

systems in peri-urban areas, we note that they reach 24% in the dry month of 

July. So these numbers are achievable and Water Access Rwanda’s team is 

busy analyzing what is working well at this spots that can be adopted at other 

spots as well. 

Our INUMA Networks revealed an impressive 
Gross Margin of 32%
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Standalone Nexuses perform between close to zero to a max of 15%, with Nyarufunzo network 

performing better than most before it was upgraded to a Nexus with one Node. 

Nexuses that have Nodes and Nows do perform much better with a minimum of 3% at Kavumu in 

April, and max of 54% at Rwintare in July. 

Smaller systems like the INUMA Nano in Rweza are running consistently at between 17% capacity 

to 52% capacity. The above analysis is the reason for our goal for INUMA to connect more NOWS 

on existing Nexuses to remain above 50% capacity in 2019. 

CURRENT PERFORMANCE COMPARED TO FULL CAPACITY

When sales numbers are compared to the INUMA Financial model, it is clear that very few of our 

systems are performing at full capacity. We also noticed that a standalone Nexus will hardly perform 

at full capacity as it has only one water point. Consequently, we plan on adding Nodes in some 

Networks.
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Standalone Nexus

Nyarufunzo Nyarubande Dayoli

Runzenze Gasharu
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Nexus with Nodes and Nows

Rwintare Kavumu Kanyinya Nyarufunzo

Generally, systems in more rural and poorer areas perform worse. This is not just a matter of 

income but highly of volume as well. In these areas the price of water was reduced from RWF 1 per 

liter (20RWF for 20L) to 0.75RWF per liter (15RWF for 20L). However, this did not quite improve 

volume sales as these systems are distributing water at below 10% of the systems’ capacity. On the 

other hand, the 20RWF systems' capacity on average is ranging between a low of 8% in April during 

the rainy season and a high of 24% in July. 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec

20RWF Kiosks 15% 18% 14% 8% 12% 19% 24% 18% 20% 18% 17% 12%

15RWF Kiosks 3% 4% 3% 2% 3% 6% 8% 6% 5% 4% 4% 3%

0%
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10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

% Performance based on Sales price
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Water Revenue Losses 

36

Reasons for 
Losses

Jerrycans are usually 
slightly more than 

rated volume

Water is lost as one 
fetcher hands the tap 
over to the next one 

Water used for kiosk 
cleaning is not paid 

for

Leakages on the 
pipelines

INUMA Water Loss 

at 11.05% is low 

compared to the 

national water Loss 

in Rwanda (40%) 

One of the major challenges in water supply is the amount of water and revenue losses. 

Although we are not at zero %, we have reduced the percentage quite a lot and have 

maintained our losses way below national averages. 

Rwintare Network 
871Nyarufunzo 

Network 844

Kavumu Network 
156

Nyarubande 0

Dayoli 0

Mugatuguta 0

Runzenze 168

Rweza  42

Kanyinya Network 
3504

Gasharu Nexus 0

Other

ANNUAL HOURS IN DOWNTIME 

HOW?

• Users pre-pay for tokens instead of 
post-paid regime

• Prepaid Meters that help us regarding 
monitoring and evaluation 

• Commitment at leadership and seller-
level to reduce losses

• Quick technical response to leakages
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One step closer for convenience and 24/7 access to water, INUMA™

NOW is supplying water at home which finally achieves the goal of

access to safely managed water SDG target.

THE NEXT STEP IS INUMA™ NOW

Household Connections

37

INUMA™ NOW 

connections were 

done this year 

Number of 

households to be 

soon connected

4 188
m3

Amount of water 

collectively consumed by 

NOW Customers in 2018 

100
new

A look at one of the first INUMA NOW 

connections in someone’s compound. 

"Have you ever felt like a heavy stone was stuck in 

your heart and all of a sudden it’s gone and you feel 

relief? This is what I felt when I first saw INUMA Water 

in my area and then in my compound a few weeks 

ago” 

Says Gertrude Nyiranzabonimana, one of the clients 

that we have connected in Rwintare Village.

INUMA Network in 
client’s area

Our team makes 
connection forms 
available at kiosk 
and at the office

Clients fill out a 
connection request 

form 

Our team conducts 
a short assessment 
and creates a BoQ

Client pays for cost 
of in-compound 
installation and 
signs contract

A meter is assigned 
to the client and 

installed on his/her 
pipeline. 

Steps to connect

Clients pay via cash at kiosk, cash 

at office or via mobile money



INUMA™ Community

WORLD WATER DAY
As a daily stop for most residents, the INUMA water point can serve the community 

beyond water. For example on World Water Day all customers visit the kiosks to talk 

about many topics in Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WaSH) with WARwanda staff.

Additionally, a presentation on sanitation was given to young school girls at a nearby 

school on the use of re-washable sanitary pads which will be made available in our 

kiosks in 2019. 
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We have the ability to do one INUMA Kiosk every week. We have identified several 

boreholes that can be upgraded into INUMA kiosks. However funding remains a 

limiting factor. We are seeking corporate partners to establish 20 kiosks between 

now and July 2019 in Nyarugenge, Bugesera, Rusizi Districts and Ngoma Districts 

CALL FOR CORPORATE PARTNERSHIPS

We can set up an 
INUMA network in 

your immediate area 
of work to benefit 

staff and their 
families

Help achieve water 
access goals which 

save lives and 
contribute to better 

economic outcomes

Associate your brand 
with re-investing in 
communities and 

contributing to 
shared value 

creation 

Life time branding of 
the kiosk with your 
logo for continued 

advertising

FORWARD LOOKING
In July 2019, the government begins a new fiscal year. This means re-asserting and accounting our

commitments to the Nyarugenge and Rusizi districts and make new commitments to other districts

where we could serve more people. We plan to achieve the following between now and July 2019

through already made commitments:

2
________

New INUMA Networks in 

Nyarugenge District

100
________

Households with taps in 

their houses from INUMA

400
________

Households served by 

new INUMA Networks.

1
________

New INUMA Network in 

Rusizi District

2,400
________

People with access to 

clean water in Rusizi

3
________

2 schools and a health 

center supplied by INUMA

Let’s 

Partner 

for 20

39
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Our team in 2019, will be innovating 

diversified income streams for INUMA

kiosks, most especially in the very 

rural areas where there is not a lot of 

volume sales currently

NEXT STEP : 

INUMA™ INCOME 

STREAMS 

INUMA CUSTOMER SATISFACTION

Now I can follow in class without 

thinking about when and how I am 

going to fetch water because I know at 

Inuma kiosks, water is always 

available

Said a 13 year-old girl living in Rwintare Village.

“

”

40
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INCOME STATEMENT

43

The revenue split shows that boreholes are still the main revenue drivers. Grant 

income has risen in 2018 due to the number of kiosks that are being 

constructed through NGO partnerships. 

Pump Repairs and 
Borehole Maintenance, 

14%

Inventory Sales, 
12%

Grant, 37%

Wells - private, 24%
Trainings, 4%

VES survey, 2%

Water Sales, 3%

Other, 9%

OVERVIEW OF REVENUE DRIVERS 2018

62%
________

Gross Margin of 

WARwanda

20%
________

Profit Margin of 

WARwanda

With a gross margin of 62% and a profit margin of 20% in 2018, we have proven 

that we are on the right track and ready to further expand our business.
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GROWTH AND GROWTH DRIVERS

Revenue Gross Income Operating Income • Kiosk construction 

increased our cash 

turnover significantly while 

more operations for 

INUMA (staff increases) 

reduced our overall 

operating income

• We got more borehole 

contracts

• The CO2 Logic Contract 

provided a big boost to the 

company

• Water4 increased 

commitment through 

INUMA kiosks

• Direct Aid and Nyarugenge

District were good partners 

in the execution of more 

INUMA kiosks

• With new staff joining the 

company, improving the 

company's efficiency, 

COGS have gone down 

significantly

• Operation expenses also 

play a minor role in the 

income statement due to 

the increase in volume of 

jobs taken by the company

2017 as compared to 2018

44

Efforts will be put into getting more contracts for our revenue drivers and increasing 

team’s productivity to drive down OPEX and continue increasing operating income.

We will also continue to actively seek Corporate Partners to build more kiosks. 

R E V E N U E GR OS S  IN C OME  OP E R T IN G IN C OME  

2017 2018

31% 27.5% (6%)
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Expenses Overview
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Accommodation 
& Meals

Contractor 
Services

Import Taxes

Inventory -
cost

Taxes - other 

Materials

Transportation
Wages

Withholiding 
on import 

Cost of Goods Sold breakdown

77
%

3%

63
%

29
%

61
%

20
%

GR OS S  MA R GIN P R OF IT  MA R GIN

MARGINS

2016 2017 2018

The biggest COGS driver is inventory 

sales, contractor services and 

transportation, showing a healthy 

direct project expense. Taxes are not a 

major burden given that most water 

products are duty exempt, however, it 

is a cost that should be considered 

within out model. In regards to OPEX, 

employee and administrative expenses 

remain the biggest expenses. 

Everyone at Water Access Rwanda is 

needed for operations but the team 

can definitely handle more and should 

strive to serve more clients within their 

operational time. In 2018, OPEX was 

higher than COGS, unlike in 2017. 

2018 is generally very similar to 2016 

except for a higher profit margin, an 

increase of 24 points above 2016.

Adminstrative 
Expenses 

Accounting 
& Legal 

Expenses 

Motor vehicle expenses

Depreciation 
& 

Amortization

Employee 
Cost

Operating Expenses breakdown
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THANK YOU FOR 

YOUR SUPPORT AS 

WE CONTINUE TO 

ERADICATE WATER 

SCARCITY IN 

RWANDA

FOR ANY INQUIRY ON THIS REPORT MESSAGE US ON:

INFO@WARWANDA.COM

OR CALL US ON +250 780303482

Keep up with our progress in the year 2019 dedicated to timely delivery on Facebook and twitter. 


